Abstract. Algorithms for the Boolean operations and relations on shapes and labelled shapes are presented.
The ratio of two integers, r n /r d , may be expressed as the ordered pair, <r n , r&), which, in turn, may be described by its unique primitive form. A pair of integers, (r n , r&) is primitive if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: (a) r n and r d are integers, (b) r d > 0, (c) r n andfa are relatively prime-that is, there is no positive integer, say k ¥= 1, such that k divides both r n and r d . When r n < 0, the primitive is said to be negative.
Examples of primitives are now given. An integer n is described by the primitive (n, 1); infinity ©o is described by the primitive (1, 0); zero 0 is described by the primitive <0, 1). A rational number r, r = rjr di can always be reduced to its primitive form by applying Euclid's greatest common denominator (gcd) algorithm (see for instance, Aho et al, 1974, pages 300-302) . The following procedure outlines the steps involved in determining the primitive form for the ratio of two integers, r = rjr d , r d > 0. Let a = gcd(|r n |, \r d \), where, for any integer q, \q\ denotes the absolute value of q. Let b = \r d \/r d . Then, r is described by the primitive <(&r n )/<z, \r d \la).
Primitives allow one to compare two numbers for equality. Let r* = (r^, r d ) denote the primitive of the number r where r may be rational, integral, or infinity. Two numbers r x and r 2 are equivalent if and only if their primitives r\ and r\ are equal. That is, r* hn = r* 2iVi and r* hd = r* 2id .
Arithmetic computation involving primitives can be conveniently described by the following algorithmic notation. The expression:
variable <-p (expression) signifies that the 'variable' is assigned the primitive form of the number that results from the 'expression'. For example, let u, v, w be primitives. Then w. «-p (u + v) is equivalent to the steps: set Wn = u n v d + u d v ni set w d = u d v d , define w' to be the ratio of integers, Wn/w d , assign to w the primitive form of w' by means of the procedure outlined above.
Part 1
A representation for shapes A good shape algorithm requires a good internal representation for shapes. It is widely accepted that by a good algorithm is meant one which has computational time-complexities and space-complexities (Aho et al, 1974, pages 12-14) which are polynomials of its input size. For shape algorithms, the inputs are essentially the maximal lines and the labelled points of the labelled shapes to which they apply. How these labelled shapes are represented, in turn, depends upon the type and nature of the computational steps involved in performing the shape operations and relations. It is clear that shape algorithms must satisfy the following two computational requirements: 1. There is an effective mechanism or method for determining whether or not two lines are colinear. 2. There is an effective mechanism or method for determining whether or not a point is coincident with a line. Once these requirements can be satisfied it is fairly straightforward to determine whether or not two colinear lines share a common line.
A simple representation for the maximal lines of a shape will completely satisfy these requirements. The representation for two-dimensional rational labelled shapes is demonstrated, and the extensions to ^-dimensional, d > 3, rational labelled shapes will be apparent.
Line descriptors
Consider an infinite line drawn in a cartesian coordinate system. Its equation can be written as y -x(slope) 4-^-intercept , if line is nonvertical, x = x-intercept , if line is vertical.
Every maximal line may be viewed as a finite line segment on some infinite line whose equation takes on one of the above forms. Consequently, any two maximal lines which correspond to finite line segments on the same infinite line are colinear. Hence, every maximal line may be associated with a line descriptor, i//, which is the ordered pair given by \p = (fx, v) , where fi is the slope, and v is the ^-intercept if the line is nonvertical, and the x-intercept if the line is vertical. It is easy to show that for a rational line, its line descriptor may be represented by an ordered pair of primitives. Colinear lines have identical line descriptors and noncolinear lines do not.
Coincident points and shared lines
Let / and K be ordered pairs of primitives, where / = </ l5 / 2 ), and K = (k l9 k 2 ). Then, / is less than K, denoted by / < K, if and only if either j\ < k x or j\ = k x and j 2 < k 2 . Here, < is an order relation.
The ordering, <, on the points introduces an orientation on the maximal lines in the following manner. One may assume, without loss of generality, that / = {p l9 p 2 } is a line the end points of which satisfy p x < p 2 . Then, / is represented as the ordered pair given by / = (p l9 p 2 ). The endpoints p x and p 2 are, respectively, referred to as the tail and head of /. For any line /, tail of / < head of /.
It follows, therefore, that a point which is coincident with a line must lie between the tail and head of the line. In other words, a point p is coincident with the line given by / = {p x , p 2 ) if and only if either p x = p, or p 2 = p, or p satisfies (1) the equation of the line; and (2) the inequality p x < p < p 2 . Since, for the shape algorithms considered in this paper, only colinear lines are compared, condition (1) is always satisfied.
The ordering of the points allows one to compare two colinear lines for overlap. This comparison, as will be seen, is important to the effectiveness of the shape algorithms. Two colinear lines l x and l 2 are said to share a common iine if and only if tail of l x < head of l 2 and tail of l 2 < head of l x . Their common line /, / = (p l9 p 2 ), is given by p x which is the maximum of the tails of / x and l 2 , and p 2 which is the minimum of the heads of l x and l 2 . Figure 1 presents examples of pairs of colinear lines, l x and l 2 , some of which overlap, in which case their common line is indicated by a thick line. The end points of l x and l 2 are, respectively, denoted by o and •. End points common to l x and l 2 are denoted by ©. For each pair of colinear lines the conditions on their tails and heads are stated. 
Ordering maximal lines
It is now possible to present the representation for shapes based on a linear ordering on the maximal lines of the shape. Let s be a shape described by a set of maximal lines each of which is associated with a line descriptor. The line descriptor induces a natural partition of s into disjoint subshapes s x , ..., s n , where each Si, 1 < / < n, consists of multiple colinear lines. Each maximal line in Sf, 1 < i < n, has the same line descriptor, </*/, ^->. Moreover, whenever / =£ /, 1 < /, / < n, the shape intersection s t ' Sj is empty, and s is described by shape union: s = Sx +s 2 + ... +s n . Figure 2 presents a shape and its decomposition into disjoint subshapes each of which comprises colinear maximal lines. The subshapes s x , ..., s n of s are arranged so that their line descriptors form a linearly ordered list. That is, {n x , v x ) < ... < </x", v n ). Each subshape, s t , 1 < i < «, in turn, is represented by a linearly ordered list of colinear maximal lines L t , U = <//, i, ..., li, m ) where each element in L t has the same line descriptor </x/, v t ). (Where no confusion can arise subscripts will be omitted.) The lines in L, L = (l l9 ..., / w >, are arranged so that whenever 1 < / < k < m, head of / y -< tail of l k , which is denoted by / ; « < l k . Such a linear ordering of the maximal lines in s t is always possible since any pair of colinear maximal lines in the same shape cannot overlap.
The labelled points for labelled shapes are likewise treated. The labelled points are arranged into lists, each list consisting of all the labelled points which have the same label. The lists are Unearly ordered according to a lexicographical ordering on the labels. The labelled points in each list may be arranged according to the order relation <. Figure 2 . The decomposition of a shape s into disjoint subshapes, each of which comprises colinear maximal lines. represents a subshape of the shape represented by L 2 , and P x represents a subset of the set of labelled points represented by P 2 .
The shape operation or relation, L x • L 2 , can be decomposed into a list of shape operations or relations on pairs of shapes each of which consists of colinear maximal lines. Since the Boolean operations and relations on shapes are defined in terms of overlapping lines (see Stiny, 1980) , it is sufficient to compare the maximal lines in lists, one each from L x and L 2 , which share the same line descriptor.
For convenience, let the subscripts be omitted, and let L x and L 2 be referred to as
, and each N t , 1 < i < n/y < n L + n/u, is a list of colinear maximal lines given by one of the following:
J if • and • are not the same operator, and Lf,
if • is the operator +,. and
Clearly, N can be arranged so that i//(7Vi) < ..
. < 4i(N nN ).
Suppose, on the other hand, • is a relation. For integers n and m, let n • m denote n < m in the case when a is the subshape relation, and n = m otherwise. Then,
and LfuM k . Therefore, it follows that all one requires are shape algorithms for pairs of shapes each consisting of colinear maximal lines, and that the maximal lines in the two shapes have the same line descriptor.
In a similar fashion, P x • P 2 can be decomposed into a list of set operations or relations on pairs of sets of labelled points having the same label. Again, all that is required are set algorithms for sets of identically labelled points.
Shape algorithms Let • be a Boolean operator on shapes. Then, the shape expression signifies that o 3 is the labelled shape resulting from the shape operation a x • o 2 . I* 1 the special case, where a 3 is either o x or o 2 , say a x , the expression °x *~ °i ° °2 signifies that a 2 is replaced by the result of the shape operation o x • o 2 . The latter expression is particularly relevant to the shape grammar formalism. In any shape grammar there is a current shape denoted by 7. Suppose a shape rule, denoted by a -> |3, applies to 7. That is, there is a euclidean transformation r such that T(CL) < 7. Then, shape rule application is described by the following two shape expressions in sequence:
Algorithms for shape rule application are taken up in greater detail in Krishnamurti (1981) .
The following shape expressions are considered:
The shape expressions (a) and (b) are chosen with the view to implementing the shape grammar formalism. Other shape expressions are possible. For instance, interested readers can devise their own algorithms for the shape expressions o 3 <-o x + o 2 .
To that end, they may find the presentation in this paper for the shape expression (c) useful. The inputs to the shape algorithms are ordered lists of colinear maximal lines, L and M, both lists sharing the same line descriptor. It is assumed that M is nonempty. The proofs for the correctness of the algorithms are provided in their descriptions, and where necessary illustrations are provided to facilitate explanation.
Step 0 (Is L empty?) If L is empty, go to step 8. Otherwise, set i <-1, and select the first line, m x , in M and copy it into m which is referred to as the 'working line'. Set / «-1, and select the first line, l x , in L.
Step 1 If tail of l f < head of m, go to step 3. Otherwise, m shares no common line with any line l k >f in L, and m < i f . This condition is illustrated in figure 3(a) . Insert m into L as the maximal line immediately preceding /y in the list, and continue with step 2.
Step 2 If M is not exhausted, set i +-i+1, and select the next line, m i9 in M and copy it into m. (Notice that at no stage in the execution of the algorithm is the head of m altered, and therefore, at all times m < m k>i .)
Go to step 1. Otherwise, M is exhausted, and go to step 9.
Step 3 (Determine if m and // share a common line.) If tail of m < head of //, go to step 5. Otherwise, continue with step 4. [The working line m shares no common line with any line preceding and including / ; -in L and m> / ; -. But m may share a common line with line(s), l k > ; «, in L. This situation is illustrated in figure 3 
Step 4 If L is not exhausted, set j <-j+l, and select the next line, //, in L and go to step 1. Otherwise, insert m as the last line in L and go to step 8. (The reader can verify that m is a maximal line.)
Step 5 Asm and / ; -either share a common line or share an end point, they can therefore be combined to form a single line. This is illustrated in figure 3(c) . Set tail of m and / ; -to the minimum of the tails of m and / y -.
Step 6 (m and lj now have the same tail; one of these lines must contain the other, and the appropriate line is discarded from further consideration.) Go to step 7 if head of / ; -> head of m, otherwise, delete / ; -from L and go to step 4. [At this stage m contains / 7 -. It will be assumed, for convenience, that the subscripts of the lines in L are not altered. That is, at any stage of the algorithm the line currently preceding / ; -in the list L may not necessarily be the line originally subscripted lj-x . This step and the next are illustrated in figures 3(d) and 3(e).]
Step 7 As If contains m, then m is not maximal and can be ignored. Go to step 2.
Step 8 (All the lines, if any, in L have been examined. There may still be some unexamined lines in M.) Copy all the unexamined lines in M in their order, and attach them to the end of list L.
Step 9 (Finishing touch.) All the lines both in L and in M have been examined. L contains the maximal lines of the shape union in their sorted order. The computational complexity of this algorithm can easily be determined as follows. Let there be n L lines in L and n M lines in M. In the worse case, each Hne, /, in L is compared once with the current working line, m, except when (in step 2) tail of / > head of m or when (in step 7) / contains m, that is, when m is redefined (step 2). But there are n M redefinitions of m once for each line in M. Therefore, the worst case time bound for shape union is 0(n L 4-n M ).
Step 0 (It is assumed that L is nonempty; otherwise the shape difference is empty.) Set / «-1, and select the first line, m x , in M. Set / <-1 and select the first line, l x , in L.
Step 1 
(a).]
Step 2 If Af is not exhausted, set i *-j + 1, and select the next line, mi, in M and then go to step 1. Otherwise, the procedure is finished, and exit from algorithm.
Step 3 Step 4 If L is not exhausted, set / «-/+1, and select the next Une, //, in L and then go to step 1. Otherwise, the procedure is finished, and exit from algorithm.
Step 5 2. If m t and m k are two successive lines in M which share a common line with / in L, then I-mi and l~m k are relatively maximal, and, moreover, the order < between the lines is preserved. As in the case of shape union, the computational complexity for shape difference is 0(n L + n M ) where n L and n M are, respectively, the numbers of maximal lines in L and M.
(c) Shape intersection: N *-L • M L may be assumed to be nonempty, otherwise the shape intersection is empty. Shape intersection is essentially the complement of the algorithm for shape difference.
Only steps 0 and 5 are modified. In addition to those statements, in step 0 the following initialization statement must be included:
(That is, initialize the result list to be empty, k is an index to lines in N.)
Step 5 is modified to read as:
Step 5' Corresponding to each case in step 5 for shape difference, the four cases hold: Step 5'J Set tail of n k equal to the maximum of the tails of //and m\.
Step 5\2 If head of //^ head of m ti set head of n k equal to the head of mt, and then go to step 2.
Step 5\3 Otherwise, set head of n k equal to head of // and then go to step 4, The proof of the correctness for the algorithm follows from the observation that the intersection of two overlapping maximal lines is a maximal line. The computational complexity for shape intersection is linear in the number of lines in L and M.
(d) Subshape and equality: M < LI and M = LI
In this case L is nonempty, otherwise the relationship does not hold (since M is assumed to be nonempty). The subshape algorithm will be considered here; the equality algorithm is equivalent to determining if the two lists are identical. A Boolean variable flag which returns a value true if M < L, and false otherwise.
Step 0 Set flag +-true. Set / «-1, and select the first line, l x , in L. Set i «-1, and select the first line, m x , in M.
Step 1 If tail of m,-< head of If, go to step 3. (Otherwise, If does not share a common line with m { though its successor, / /+1 , in L may.)
Step 2 If Z is not exhausted, set / <-/+1, and select the next line, /y, in L and then go to step 1. Otherwise, <, does not hold. Set flag to false and go to step 6.
Step 3 If tail of If < head of m t , go to step 4. Otherwise, there is no line in L which contains m t . Set flag to false and go to step 6.
Step 4 Step 6 (Finishing touch.) The procedure is finished, and flag contains the Boolean value representing whether or not the relation M < L holds. Exit from algorithm with the value in flag.
Figures 7 through 10 present pictorial descriptions of the workings of the algorithms on sample shapes.
The corresponding operations and relations on sets of identically labelled points can be performed by means of the standard procedures for manipulating linear lists (see, for instance, Horowitz and Sahni, 1976 , chapter 2). . 
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Part 2 Efficient decomposition of the Boolean operations and relations
It has been shown that a Boolean operation or relation on labelled shapes can be decomposed into (a) a list each element of which is the shape operation or relation on linear lists of colinear maximal lines, and (b) a list each element of which is the set operation or relation on linear lists of labelled points having the same label. Now consider the following problem.
Suppose U and V are ordered lists of lists of elements, where U = (U x , ..., U n ), V = (V x , ..., V m ), and the U k s and Vjs are sorted according to their respective keys {u x , ..., u n ) and {v x , ..., v m ). That is, u x < ... < u n , and v x < ... < v m . Let • be an operator. The problem is that for each list Vj with key Vj in V to search the list U for a list U k such that u k = Vj. If the search is successful U k is replaced by U k • Vj, which may lead to the deletion of U k from U in the case when • is a difference or intersection operator. This occurs when U k • Vj is empty. If the search is unsuccessful a copy of Vj is inserted into the list U in the case when • is a union operator, but at the same time preserving the linear ordering of the elements of U. Here U is a dynamic list and V is a static list. The analogy to the shape algorithms is obvious.
The crucial computation question related to the problem is: how effectively can this list searching, and/or list insertion/deletion be carried out? The answer to this depends to a large extent on the internal organization for the list. Two possible types of data structures are considered: (a) linked lists, and (b) balanced binary trees. Linked lists are useful when the lists are static and reasonably small in size, which is often the case with shape rules. Balanced binary trees are useful when the lists are dynamic and constantly increasing in size, which is generally the case with the current shape in the shape grammar formalism. Algorithms for searching, insertion, and deletion on linked lists are straightforward (see, for instance, Aho et al, 1974) . In the remainder of this section a search algorithm is presented when the list U is organized as a balanced binary tree. This algorithm utilizes the Brown-Tarjan (1979) fast merge algorithm.
Organizing a linear list as a balanced binary tree
It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with binary tree terminology (see, for instance, Knuth, 1973b) with the exception that the term 'son' is now replaced by 'offspring'. A binary tree is height-balanced if the height of the left subtree of any node never differs by more than ± 1 from the height of the right subtree of the node. The height of a tree is the length of the longest path from the root to a leaf node. Figure 11 . A balanced tree representation for shapes in figure 2 ( GD denotes the node representing shape s, and the numbers within the brackets are the balance factors).
A leaf node has no offsprings. The left and right subtrees of a node are, respectively, the trees rooted at the left and right offsprings of the node.
A linear list is organized as a balanced binary tree as follows. Each node in the tree represents a list element, and is referenced by its key. If k is the key presented by a node, then all nodes in its left subtree have keys <k, and all nodes in its right subtree have keys >k. The proper location of a node in the tree with a given key value can be determined by a standard binary tree search (Knuth, 1973a) in O(lbw) time, where n is the list size. The linear list can be reproduced in its original list order by an inorder traversal (Knuth, 1973a) of the tree in a time proportional to the list size. Figure 11 gives a balanced tree representation for the shape in figure 2.
A balanced tree search algorithm
The obvious method for comparing U and V is to take each key Vj in turn, and search the balanced tree for U, for a node associated with a key which equals v f . If such a node exists, the search is successful. When • is a difference or intersection operator the algorithm may involve the deletion of the node from the tree. If no such node exists, the search is unsuccessful. When • is a union operator the algorithm involves inserting a new node with key value equal to Vj into the tree. To insert a node into or to delete a node from the balanced tree requires 0(lb«) additional steps for rebalancing the tree. Rebalancing becomes necessary whenever the modified tree-as a result either of node insertion or of node deletion-fails the height balancing requirement. Rebalancing will be considered in greater detail later in this section. Knuth (1973b, algorithm 6 .2.3A) provides a good description of node insertion into a tree. Deletion, however, is slightly more difficult. For a reasonable discussion of node deletion from a balanced tree the reader is referred to Crane (1972, pages 43-45 , and chapter 4 for an ALGOLW description of the algorithm) and Wirth (1976, algorithm 4-64) . The computational effort involved in comparing U and V is, in the worst case, 0(m lbra).
When n> m the time bound can be improved. In the case of merging two disjoint lists into a single list Brown and Tarjan (1979) have demonstrated a computational time bound of 0[ra lb(n/m)]. I believe their contribution to balanced tree search can be used for other forms of list comparisons without materially changing the time complexity. The following material is adopted from their paper. As before, the first step is to search tree U for a node with its key equalling Uj. Once v x has been compared, some appropriate algorithmic action takes place which may result in a copy of v x together with the list element V x being inserted into the tree, or the node whose key equals v x being deleted from the tree, or the tree being left as it is. At the start of the general step, the keys v x , ..., v k have been compared with the nodes in tree U, and a record is maintained of the nodes in the search path from the root to the last node compared with key v k , which may, in the case of insertion, be the node whose key equals v k . This path acts as a 'finger' into tree U moving from left to right as the keys of the lists in V are compared; the finger is useful since only nodes to the right of it have to be visited during later comparisons. This follows from list comparison property 2 (see page 467).
The general step comprises two parts. First, the finger is retracted towards the root, just far enough to the position that v k+1 'lies' in the subtree rooted at the end of the finger. The key v k+l is compared with the nodes in this subtree, and the finger is extended to follow the search path. After m -1 executions of the general step the algorithm is complete.
However, this scheme is complicated by the fact that both insertion and deletion into the tree may require rebalancing of the tree. When rebalancing takes place, it may remove a node from the finger path traced out by the search. It is possible to update the finger to be consistent with the rearrangement, but Brown and Tarjan suggest that it is easier to just 'forget' about the part of the path which is corrupted. That is, to retract the finger to the last, and in the case of insertion the only, point of rebalancing. The algorithm takes the form shown in figure 12 . At the start of the general step one now has a record on only part of the search path to the last node compared with v k . The general step proceeds as before. Notice that the first step need not be treated separately. At the start of the algorithm, the finger is initialized to the root of tree U (which is always on the path to the first comparison), and the general step is executed m times.
The algorithm can be speeded up by keeping a record of all nodes on the finger path where the finger turns left-that is, those nodes on the path whose left offspring is also in the path. It is easy to show that these are precisely the nodes on the path which have a larger key than the most recently compared item. Then, only these nodes have to be examined in the 'climbing up' phase of the general step. 
Rebalancing transformations
Rebalancing is required whenever the balanced tree becomes unbalanced-that is, the tree fails to satisfy the height-balance requirement as a result of an insertion or a deletion. Each node is associated with a balance factor which is the difference between its right and left subtree heights, and can take on values from lefttaller (-1), balanced (0), and righttaller(+l) which have the obvious interpretations. Consequently, insertion of a node into the left (right) subtree of a node whose balance factor is originally lefttaller (righttaller), or deletion of a node from the left (right) subtree of a node whose balance factor is originally right taller (lefttaller) results in the entire tree becoming unbalanced. A leaf node is always inserted or deleted. In the case of deletion, if the node to be deleted is not a leaf node, the contents of a specific leaf node is copied into the node designated to be deleted, and the leaf node is deleted instead. Furthermore, the finger is extended to follow the search path to the node to be deleted. Rebalancing can be described as follows. Let x denote the inserted or deleted node. The successive ancestors of x (denoted by z) moving up towards the root along the search path are examined; and, if necessary, the finger is retracted to z. During this climb one of the following steps is performed.
(1) z is originally balanced: Change the balance factor of z to ± 1 as appropriate. In the case of insertion the climb is continued; in the case of deletion the tree remains height-balanced, and the climb is stopped.
(2) z is originally unbalanced: z becomes either balanced or doubly unbalanced. In the latter case, the subtree rooted at z is locally modified via one of two types of transformations: single and double rotation. These are shown in figure 13 wherein the symbol El indicates the deleted node, and the symbol ® indicates the inserted node. Notice that both in single and in double rotation the mirror-image transformation is possible. In fact there is an additional special case of double rotation which occurs when h = 0, and x is an inserted node. In that case, x equals w and the subtrees a, 0, 7, and 5 are empty. In the case of deletion one still has to continue the climb; for insertion, the rebalancing is completed.
If the root is reached during the climb rebalancing is complete; for insertion the balanced tree has increased in height, and for deletion decreased in height. 
Data structures
The following data structures serve to represent a labelled shape a, which is described by the ordered pair (L, P), where L = (L l9 ..., L n ) and P = (P l9 ..., P m ). L is an ordered list of ordered lists of colinear maximal lines. P is an ordered list of ordered lists of labelled points having the same label, a is assumed to be rational. Each data structure is described by the fields of the nodes in the data structure. The internal implementation of the data structures is given in terms of data classes. Each data class defines the fields of each data node in the class.
Each node in the data class POINT comprises two fields, and for rational shapes each field represents a pair of integers. POINT inplements the data structures for the coordinates of a point and the line descriptor for a list of multiple colinear lines. The data structures are: coordinate node line descriptor node x\y The fields in the data structures have the obvious interpretation.
The data class LABEL consists of one field, A, which stores the label for a list of labelled points sharing the same label.
Each node in the data class LIST consists of three fields one of which, referred to as next, is a pointer to a node in LIST. LIST serves to implement linked lists. where key is a pointer either to a node in POINT which contains the line descriptor for a list of colinear maximal lines, or to a node in LABEL which stores the label for a list of labelled points sharing the same label; TV is a pointer to a node in LIST which is the first node of the linked list representing either the list of colinear multiple lines or the list of labelled points having the same label; and next points to the next mode in the linked list in the sense that key [node] < key [next [node] ].
line-node
where point points to a node in POINT which stores the coordinates of a labelled point; mark is an integer which is not used in this paper (see Krishnamurti, 1981) ; and next satisfies the property point[node] < point [next[node] ]. The last data class to be considered is BTREE. BTREE simulates height-balanced binary trees. Each node in BTREE consists of five fields.
tree-node
The fields have the following interpretation. B is the balance factor of a node in a balanced tree; left and right are pointers to nodes in BTREE and represent, respectively, the left and right offsprings of a node in a balanced tree; and key and TV have the same interpretations as given earlier.
Each labelled shape a is represented by the pair (top s , top P ) where top is a pointer to a linked list or a pointer to a height-balanced tree. The subscript s refers to the data structure which maintains the maximal lines and the subscript P refers to the data structure which maintains the labelled points. A shape is described by the pair (top Si null> where null is a special pointer which points to an empty node. In a similar fashion, a labelled shape consisting of only labelled points is represented by the pair (null, top P ). Figure 14 illustrates the internal organization of a labelled shape in which its shape is housed in a balanced tree, and its set of labelled points is housed in a linked list. Notice that the data structures are arranged according to the data classes to which they belong with only sample links indicated.
Remark: It is assumed that these data structures can be implemented without violating or mixing data types. For instance, the data classes can be regarded as collections of integer arrays, and the fields may be equivalenced via some mechanism, say the Fortran EQUIVALENCE statement.
Algorithm
The data structures are incorporated into algorithms 1-4 which describe, in Algol-like notation, the algorithmic framework for decomposing the Boolean operations or relations on labelled shapes into (a) lists of shape operations or relations on lists of colinear maximal lines, or (b) lists of set operations or relations on lists of identically labelled points. The set of algorithms 1-4 is based on the modified Brown-Tarjan balanced tree search algorithm, and are called: SHAPE EXPRESSION, DELETE NODE, INSERT NODE, and ROTATE TREE. SHAPE EXPRESSION describes the algorithmic framework in which the algorithms for the shape expressions o l^ o x • o 2 in the case that • is an operator, and o 2 n o x if n is otherwise, are invoked. The inputs are the labelled shapes o x and a 2 ; the shape operator or relation • which takes on values from {+, -, •, <, =}; and a parameter c which takes on values from {s,P}. SHAPE EXPRESSION invokes algorithms DELETE NODE and INSERT NODE, respectively, wherever a node is deleted from or inserted into the balanced tree rooted at top c fa). DELETE NODE and INSERT NODE both invoke ROTATE TREE which describes the two types of rebalancing transformation: single and double rotation which are shown in figure 13 . GETNEXT which is not given here is a global routine for selecting the nodes in the data structure rooted at top c (a 2 ) in order.
